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ABSTRACT

This paper is an overview of various search strateg
in speech recognition systems. Search problem
decoding plays a crucial role in correct recognitio
Search can be defined as, the estimation of the m
likely hypothesis for a sequence of words, given th
speech signal, acoustic models and the langua
models. The complexity of the search increases d
to the large vocabulary size, imposing constrains
the computation and storage capability of the syste
This paper presents various Search Techniqu
evolved for efficient search, reducing the complexi
of the systems and increasing the performance.
brief introduction on the acoustic and languag
models have also been outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The speech recognition task can be referred to
efficiently transcribing speech into text. Sinc
obtaining exact results are almost impossible,
statistical approach is used to find the most like
word sequence. Development of a good spee
recogn i t i on sys tem enhances the ra te
communication with machines, influencing th
importance of speech recognition. The selection
an efficient algorithm is very crucial to reduce th
complexity and the computations required. It is als
important to look for an algorithm that performs with
betterefficiency and also in real-time. A number o
algorithms have been proposed to perform sear
efficiently, a few will be discussed in this paper.

Let us assume a word sequence W = w1, w2,...., wn
has caused the acoustic data A, where all the wo
in the word sequence W belong to a know
vocabulary V. Then the word sequence
corresponding to the highest probability that th
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word sequence W was spoken and the acoustic d
A was observed.

(1)

where P(W/A) is the probability that the word
sequence W was spoken given that the acoustic A
observed. By applying Bayes’s formula we can re
write equation (1) as

Ŵ maxP w A⁄( )arg=
f Figure 1: Speech recognition system overview
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The search task is to evaluate (2) for the likely wor
sequences and selecting the word sequence with
maximum likelihood.

2. ACOUSTIC MODELS

In speech processing, the acoustic front-end conve
the speech signal to a sequence of feature vect
referred to as signal modeling which are used f
recognition. Briefly describing, 10 msec frames o
data are overlapped to obtain an analysis window
duration 25 msec from which 12 Mel-frequenc
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and power coefficien
along with their time derivatives are used to genera
the acoustic feature vector.

After obtaining the acoustic feature vectors from th
front-end, the acoustic models provide the method
calculate the likelihood of the vector for a given wor
sequence. If the vocabulary system is small the abo
mentioned method is feasible. On the other hand,
the vocabulary size increases it is highly impossib
to find the likelihood score for all the possible word
sequences. For this reason, words are represente
sub-word units like phones, phonemes, triphone
etc. Earlier, ’Dynamic Time Warping’ was used to
solve this problem. Present day systems use Hidd
Markov Models (HMM) to model the sub-word
units. Neural Networks is an alternative approach
model the sub-word units.

The HMMs are a set of states connected b
transitions based on the Markovian assumption th
only the last state is relevant in determining its futu
behavior. Figure 2. shows a 5 state HMM topolog
with different transition probabilities pij . Each state is

Ŵ maxP A W⁄( )P W( )arg=
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associated with an output density function from
which the acoustic vectors are obtained.

3. LANGUAGE MODELS

Language models provide us with the probability of
word in a given word sequence. The absence
definite word boundaries increases the importance
language models in large vocabulary systems.
given word sequence can be hypothesized in
number of different ways.

Let us consider a word sequence is a neat pers
which can be hypothesized as is an eat person or is
eat per son. To overcome all such problems langua
models have been introduced. They impos
grammatical constraints[1] on the word sequence.

The language models provide us with a prio
information of the word sequence

(3)

where w1, w2,..., wi-1 is the history of the word wi. In
reality, it would require large memory to store lon
histories, so unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, n-gram
etc. have been introduced. Most systems use
trigram language model.

4. SEARCH ALGORITHMS

Having talked about the importance of search w
would like to introduce the various search techniqu
used in speech recognition. The challenges o
search technique is to produce accurate hypothe
with high performance and flexibility. We also nee
to reduce the search space size and memory usa
As the number of possible hypotheses increas
exponentially with the length of the word sequenc
we follow different approaches for the system t
operate in real time. Common techniques used a
merging common hypothesis, pruning away unlike
hypothesis and applying external knowledge sourc
A few popular search techniques are describ
briefly here:

P W( ) P wi w1 … wi 1–, ,( )⁄( )
i 1=

n

∏=
Figure 2: Hidden Markov Models
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4.1. Viterbi Search

Viterbi search is an efficient and most widely use
algorithm to find the optimal solution[2]. It is a
breath-first search technique where, all hypothesis
computed and pruned away gradually emerging w
the maximum score. In the Viterbi search algorithm
the speech signal is divided into frames which a
represented by states of HMMs[1]. The transitio
probabilities of all the possible transitions from stat
s to s’, p(s’/s) are calculated. The one with the highe
probability is kept and the remaining are pruned of
This process is repeated incrementing time, till th
end of the frame is reached. Once the end of t
frame is reached the best path is traced back with
he lp o f back-po in te rs [3 ] .

Figure 3, shows the best path according to the Viter
search algorithm. The arrows show all the possib
transitions and the bold line shows the best path. T
Viterbi search is a time-synchronous algorithm, i.e.
processes all states at time t and then goes to ti
t+1. The Viterbi algorithm can find the most likely
sequence in N2T computations, where N is the tota
number of states and T is the total duration[4]. Th
main drawback of the Viterbi search is that, i
requires a large state space, which can be reduced
using Viterbi beam search.

In the Viterbi beam search all the hypothesis that fa
below a chosenbeamwidth[5] of the highest path
probability are pruned away. Let Pmax be the highest
path probability and the beam-width (B < 1), then a
d
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the paths with probabilities less than Pmax * B are
pruned away. The Viterbi beam search overcomes
disadvantage of the Viterbi search reducing the sea
space. The best beam size is determined empirica
or adaptively. To improve the performance of th
Viterbi beam search alternative approaches have b
proposed like partitioning the state space into subs
and subjecting them to different beam-widths
Eventually, 95% of the hypotheses are generated
the initial frames, so larger beam-widths are applie
for the initial frames to prune away more hypothese

4.2. Stack Decoders

The stack decoding search is a depth-first techniqu
where hypotheses is carried until the end of th
speech data is reached[1]. This algorithm is a sta
synchronous search and similar to the A* search
artificial intelligence. It constructs a search tree from
the language model state[1] where states in the gra
are abtract states in the language model, and branc
correspond to transitions between states.

To explain the stack decoding search in brief, the be
hypothesis is popped from the stack to which acous
and language model fast matches are applied. T
fast matches[5] are computationally cheap metho
for reducing the number of word extensions whic
are fur ther checked by more accura te , bu
computationally expensive detailed matches. Aft
applying the acoustic and language model detail
matches, the most likely hypothesis is identified an
the hypothesis is updated accordingly and push
into the stack. This process is repeated until the e
of the sentence is reached. So it is very essential
have a flag to identify the end of the sentence.

They are many disadvantages of the stack decodi
I t requires an extra funct ion for comparing
hypotheses of different lengths. It also suffers wit
problems like speed, size, accuracy and robustne
Though the A* search reduces the size of the stack
still grows exponentially. Pruning can be applied t
minimize this problem.

4.3. N-Best Search

The Viterbi search algorithm retains only a singl
path at any frame to find the best hypothesis failing
take into consideration other hypotheses for futu
Figure 3: Viterbi Search
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evaluations. The simplicity of the Viterbi search
enables it to perform with less computations and wi
less memory requirement for storage. The N-be
search on the otherhand allows N-top scorin
hypothesis[6] to propagate to the next state. As t
number of hypotheses that are propagated to the n
state increases the search space also increases
also need large amount of memory to store th
histories of all the hypotheses making it ver
inefficient. To overcome this knowledge sources[7
are used to obtain the best hypothesis. The mo
powerful knowledge sources are used initially to g
a scored list of all the likely sentences. This list i
then rescored again using the remaining knowled
sources to get the best hypothesis.

The N-best search is more efficient for shor
sentences, the recognition error increases as the
of the sentence increases. A larger N is required
obtain the same performance as a short senten
Apart from these drawbacks it was also observed th
the hypotheses in the initial stage did not diffe
much. A number of alternate methods have be
proposed to overcome the flaws in the N-best sear
which perform more accurately wi th fewer
computations, memory requirement and wit
increased speed. We shall discuss about a few her
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Lattice N-Best Algorithm- The lattice N-best
algorithm[7] is a time-synchronous one-bes
forward-pass algorithm. This algorithm is use
within words and at each frame. All the scores for th
frame are stored in a traceback list and sent to t
next frame with a backpointer to the scores of th
previous frame. The N-best sentences can
obtained by making a recursive search through t
traceback list. Though the algorithm performs wit
high speed it suffers due to underestimates or mis
high-scoring hypothesis[3].

Word-Dependent N-Best Search- The starting of any
word depends only on the previous word, therefore
Word-dependent N-best search differentiate
between hypotheses based on the previous wo
rather than the whole sequence. For each word
possible hypotheses are stored along with the na
of the word and passed on to the next word with
backpointer. Once the end of the sentence is reac
a recursive search is made to obtain the most like
sentence. The Word-dependent N-best search is m
efficient for long sentences compared to lattice N
best algorithm. It also enables to derive the best pa
apart than the most likely path.

Forward-Backward Search- The forward-backward
search[8,9] is a time-synchronous search which
mathematically similar to the Baum-welch forward
backward training algorithm. The algorithm uses
simplified forward pass followed by a complex
backward pass. The forward search helps
increasing the efficiency and speed of the backwa
search. Typically a Viterbi search is used in th
forward direction and N-best search in the backwa
direction. The Viterbi search in the forward directio
outputs one hypothesis with few computations usin
simplified acoustics and language models. T
perform the second pass (backward search) we eit
need to reverse the utterance and trace the state
grammar transitions from the backward or rever
the utterance along with the hidden markov mode
and grammar. Since the forward search is perform
in real-time the time taken by the backward search
highly reduced with the help of the information tha
has been generated in the forward pass, increas
the overall speed of the search compared to the
best search.
Figure 4: N-Best Search
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4.4. Frame-Synchronous Viterbi Search

In a frame-synchronous Viterbi search (FSVS
pruning is applied at the end of each frame allowin
only a few hypotheses to propagate to the next fram
The pruning level is set according to the frame lev
and the application. The frame-synchronous Viter
search differs from the Viterbi beam search where
pruning threshold is applied and hypotheses that f
in the chosen beamwidth are allowed to propagate.
the FSVS all the hypotheses are sorted in descend
order of the path scores and pruned allowing a fe
hypotheses with top scores to propagate to the n
frame or set a fixed number of top hypotheses
propagate to the next frame. Since the thresho
plays a vital role in pruning at each frame, prope
care should be taken in selecting the value to avo
pruning of the correct hypothesis.

5. CONCLUSION

We have considered several approaches to find
sequence of the most likely words. The performan
of the system depends on the search techniq
acoustic and language models. The reasons that m
the search so difficult can be summarised as the la
of proper word boundaries, enormous vocabula
size, ambiguity of the acoustics of the words
presence of noise in the speech data and the influe
of sound produced earlier on the current word. T
overcome the effects we need to have sophistica
language and acoustic models.

The speed and memory required also play a vit
role. Better recognition results can be obtaine
reducing the speed of the system. It is easy
improve the recognition speed and reduce memo
requirement by trading away with the accuracy of th
system. We can also reduce the memory requirem
at the expense of the computation time. Techniqu
like pruning and path merging have been introduc
to reduce the complexity of the search. To learn mo
about these techniques, we recommend to refer [1
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